
IDEAS FOR DISCURSIVE ESSAYS

Wish to become an â€œAâ€• Student? Argumentative essay is your ticket, and we will share the top winning topic ideas
for your perfection.

In addition, you want to ensure that your paragraphs are consistent in length and have explicit signposting â€”
such, as topic sentences and linking sentences. Thus, people argue that water bottles are causing landfills to
overflow. When you plan, you want to note down your ideas and think about how to best present them so a
reader can understand the topics you are discussing. This is going to require having a fairly good topic to
begin with. As you look through the topics try to focus on those which you can be most objective about.
Pregnant couples should receive parenting lessons. Children should be required to read more. Should paintings
that contain nudity be censored? How should you do this? Is 40 hours of pay for three hours of work feasible?
Medical testing on animals is necessary. Free speech should have limitations. School testing is not effective. Is
our election process fair? Should shopping addiction be considered as a real disease on a governmental level?
Are tattoos and paganism related to each other? His poetry, short stories, and essays have been published
online and in print and he regularly reviews film and other media. Using track changes on a Word, Pages, or
GoogleDoc will also work. Only then your argumentative paper will be graded respectively high. All students
should wear uniforms. You see it as doing your part to save the planet. Is the current education system
efficient? Is Abraham Lincoln a hero to Americans? We need better sex education in schools. They think that
oil rig jobs are dangerous and that oil spills are extremely likely. Part of what makes this experience rewarding
is learning something new. Should the Fourteenth Amendment be changed, and how? Essay Writing Ideas. In
addition, because a discursive essay will want you to discuss things from an objective point of view, but also
include your anecdotal experiences, where appropriate, you may find that your anecdotes produce shorter
paragraphs than your discussion of ideas. Should the alcohol drinking age be increased or decreased? They
feel that traditional marketing, including word-of-mouth, is the best way to market a business and increase its
customer base. Every American should learn to speak Spanish. You are, after all, trying to be more
conversational and less formal. One of the hardest parts is deciding which topic to write about, but there are
plenty of ideas available to get you started. Recreational marijuana should be made legal nationwide. Violent
video games can cause people to act violently in real life.


